Case/Practice Systems  Problem Examination Form -- Pediatric Radiology

Date of conference:                Name of person filling out form:

Fellow(s) present:

Patient name:                     Patient medical record number:

Study:                            Date of study:

Type of issue (circle):

Clinical problem: delay in imaging, wrong study ordered, incomplete clinical data affecting interpretation
other:_____________

Technical problem: poor image quality, image mis-identified, R/L mis-identified, poor positioning
other:_____________

PACS problem: delayed image availability, images mis-identified
other:_____________

RIS problem: study tracking delay, study mis-coded
other:_____________

Resident problem: misinterpretation, did not communicate results
other:_____________

Attending problem: misinterpretation, did not communicate results
other:_____________

Patient problem: contrast reaction, fall, arrest, extended wait time
other:_____________

Brought to attention by (circle): clinician, technologist, patient, sonographer, nurse, radiology resident, peds rad fellow, peds rad attending

Narrative of the problem:

Possible solutions:

Resolution of problem:
Date:

Change implemented:
Date:

________ No change needed: appropriate procedures already in place.